money be used to collect folk songs. Lineva received these funds through the St. Petersburg Song Commission and, in 1901. used them for her expedition to collect songs in the Cherepovets District of the Province ofNovgorod. In the introductions to the two volwnes of songs and melodies that she brought out later.(5) Lineva expressed her appreciation to Krehbiel for introducing her to the phonograph, for her experience in America which inspired her to collect folk songs. and to Crane for financing her expedition in 1901. In the introductions to her two volumes. Lineva laid down several principles for collecting.
editing. and interpreting the melodies of Russian lyric folk songs; these remain valid to the present day. Her main innovation was using the phonograph to record songs during a live performance by a choir. This allowed her to show how songs actually consisted of several voices. each of which represented a variation of the main voice. and each of which was developed continuously from the beginning to the end of the song. In this respect, Lineva followed Iu. N. Melgunov who first attempted to demonstrate the "polyphony" (mnogogolosie) typical of Russian lyric songs. (1) In.
addition. Lineva considered that folk songs often retained ancient beliefs and customs. that they were a national treasure. that they could not be explained through the European musical system. and that Russian composers should utilize folk songs to create national Russian music. She also pointed out that songs should be collected from the finest singers. that the melody and verbal text were subject to improvisation and existed in variants. and that the songs should be studied by chronology and by geographic regions. She distrusted earlier collections because they had been adapted to the European harmonic system and because the verbal texts and melodies were usually "edited, corrected, or improved." She insisted on accmate transcriptions that could be obtained only through sound recordings.(8) Beginning in ·1903. she became the secretary of the Musical-Ethnographical Commission and, through it. she helped organize "ethnographic concerts" of peasant singers. In 1906 she was active in founding a Folk Conservatory in Moscow where singers "from the people" were trained and where she herself taught courses about folk music for many years.(9) For these reasons. E. E. Lineva occupies a prominent place among the finest Russian folk song collectors and musicologists.
Although reviewers wrote about the concerts of Lineva's choir with enthusiasm. they provided no information about the works performed. Nevertheless, the collection Russian Folk Songs yields some clues in this regard. "When fate took me to America" (as Lineva recalled later). "the idea came to mind in New York to organize lecture concerts for the popularization of Russian national music ....
Bui after I undertook the compilation of the program. I realized that I had little music. Then I turned to several acquaintances in Russia. ..with a request to send me the best collections of songs."(10) By "the best" she apparently had in view those in which the songs had been transcribed most accurately and reliably. Unfortunately, the songs that Lineva Melgunov's collections were also appealing because they offered a thorough recording of the verbal texts; for instance, the couplets always coincide with the melody whereas in other collections this coordination is often disrupted. Among the twenty seven Russian songs Lineva selected for her collection, she took ten or eleven from Melgunov's recordings; perhaps six were taken from Blaramberg's arrangements. (15) Lineva also had at her disposal the collections of M. A. Balakirev, Rimsky-Korsakov, and K. P. Vilboa; in addition, she received from Russia a recent study prepared by N. M. Lopatin and V. P.
Prokunin. ( 16) She had the older collection of Ukrainian songs prepared ·by Alois ledlichka (17) and.
among the newer ones. the first issues ofM. V. Lysenko's collection.(IS) In all of these publications, the folk songs were presented according to the manner customary at that time, that is, in the form of a melody for a single voice with piano accompaniment, or, as with Lysenko, in an arrangement for chorus, but also with piano accompaniment. Although from her later work we know that Lineva strove for ethnographic authenticity, we do not knowhow her choir performed these "borrowed" songs during their concerts in America.
There also are other puzzles, one example of which is the well known "Dubinushka" (no. 19). "Dubinushka" with a peasant melody was published in the collection of Lopatin and Prokunin where only one couplet of the text is given. In Lineva's Chicago collection "Dubinushka" is presented in a traditional form, but with a longer text consisting of several couplets, something that has no parallel in musical publications before ·1893. One may conjecture that this song was transcribed by Lineva in the 1880s before her emigration, or that it was known to one of the participants in the choir. Yet another riddle in Lineva's American publication concerns the origin of her version of the famous "Gloria"
(slava, no. 20). lbis song as it is known from the eighteenth-century collection of Lvov and Prach, (20) traditionally accompanies fortune telling during the Christmas season. In the first part of the nineteenth century the poet V. A Zhukovskii wrote a "Gloria" that celebrates the Russian sovereign using the solemn melody. In Lineva's collection, "Gloria" is transformed from a fortune telling song into a wedding song. Since such a change of genres rarely occurs in the Russian folklore tradition, one may presume that the work of some unknown poet served as an intermediary.
A different problem is presented by the song "I feel like sleeping" (spitsia mne, no. 7) which has not been published along with the music and appears in just three variants collected in the provinces of Orel and Kursk, the most well known and accessible one being in the P. I. lakushkin Needless to say, the songs mentioned do not satisfy today's standards for an ethnographic concert. Despite these drawbacks, Lineva's collection has to be viewed within the context of the recording, publication, and study of folklore of its time. The fact of the matter is that, precisely in her later work, Lineva was to contribute much toward the establishment of more professional standards in the study and collection of folklore. Although she wanted to convey to the American public information about the history aDd traditions of the Russia of her time through song, the materials she received did not completely satisfy these demands. As a result, she was compelled to depart from ethnographic meticulousness. In spite of this, critics and the public perceived the concerts of the Russian choir as authentic folklore presented on the stage of the concert hall.
The decision was taken to perform a theatrical version of the repertory at the disposal of the would become apparent in her later works, Lineva was an excellent observer of life, a trait that is also evident in her description of the peasant wedding in the Chicago collection. Many small details and ritual actions in the wedding ceremony have been inadequately discussed by Russian ethnographers, both before and after her work; consequently Lineva's volume can serve as an important source for studying the wedding ritual even today. For example, the bride ties a towel to the arm of the match maker as a silent token of her agreement to the marriage, or at the wedding feast the couple observes the old custom of kissing to make the shouted word "bitter" (gorko) sweet.
By the same token, small details of Lineva's scenario differ from the concluding parts of a real folk wedding. Thus in Lineva's essay and also in the scenario it is stated that the parents of the bride and the bride herself: having prepared the table for the arrival of the match makers, sit at the table in festive attire so as to appear at their best for the match makers. In reality the parents of the girl. even if they know that someone is seeking a match with their daughter, always try to pretend that they are not aware of the ttue meaning of the visit. According to ancient peasant views. match making was shrouded in secrecy and was accompanied by fear of failure; only later was it gradually converted into a festive occastion for the parents on both sides to get acquainted. Lineva followed this development in her scenario when, fu expectation of the match makers, young people with their songs are brought out on the stage as though they have been invited to an evening party. Having consented to the match maker's proposal, the bride began to weep and lament before all the guests. Such weeping usually took place only after the departure of the match maker and only in the presence of the members of the household.
Yet another reason for Lineva's divergence from ethnographic authenticity in her scenario is the fact that the wedding ceremony could last several days, and even several weeks. For public performances, Lineva's choir had to compress episodes that would take place on different days in reality. In order to justifY the presence of the bride's girlfriends in the episode about match making, the author has them "express" their scorn to the match maker bec8use he has taken away their friend, and to perform their laments over the bride. Although this part does not correspond to events in an actual wedding ritual, the ensuing parts of the scenario more closely approach an authentic ritual. The scenes about how the bride is handed over to the "travelers" (poezzhane -the groom's entourage) and about how she is accepted in the home of the groom's parents are ethnographically accurate, although they have been delineated more clearly in the stage version than they are in real life.
The essay "Russian Folk Songs," which is cited in the conclusion of the Chicago collection, supposedly appeared in Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly. but we have not succeeded in finding it. One has an impression that Lineva wrote it about herself in the third person. This work is important for studying her biography because it contains facts which have not been included in other works about her life. Thus only from this source is it possible to learn that choir directing had attracted Lineva since childhood. At fourteen she was chosen assistant director of the church choir in Saint Catherine's Institute for Noble Girls where she was educated, and after finishing this institution, she served as choir director for two years. In the second half of the 1880s she was director of the student choir at Moscow University for five seasons -right up to her emigration to England and then to America.
Thus her creation of a Russian choir in America should be perceived in light of these formerly unknown facts as a direct continuation of a vocation which had always appealed to her. Most biographical works about Lineva, by contrast mention only her career as an opera singer, (26) E.l Kann-Novikova delineates the second half of the 1880s as the beginning of Line va's interest in Russian folk songs and the beginning of her folklore collecting activities. (27) Unfortunately, none of (ineva's field materials relating to this period have been discovered and published so we do not know whether such materials exist, whether they have been preserved, or whether the biographer is correct. The information in the essay in the Chicago collection confirms Kann-Novikova's statement. Lineva began her fieldwork when she joined a group of wandering pilgrims (/calekiperekhozhie) who begged for alms and sang religious songs (dukhovnye stikhi). As· early as the 1880s she had occasion to visit various places in Russia and Ukraine, and had an opportunity to hear different local styles of singing. However, the songs in the Chicago volume apparently were transcribed by other collectors, thus demonstrating that before her departure from Russia she had probably not taken down folk melodies or at least had no transcriptions worthy, in her opinion, of being published. Lineva began her publication activities only after she had returned to Russia and engaged in fieldwork with a phonograph, beginning ii11897. (28) One may postulate several reasons why E. E. Lineva and H. E. Krehbiel became acquainted. 
